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IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION
IN AN ORGANIZATION

C

ommunication is significant for Officers in the organizations so as to perform
the basic functions of management, i.e., Planning, Organizing, Leading and
Controlling.
Communication helps officers to perform their jobs and responsibilities.
Communication serves as a foundation for planning. All the essential information
must be communicated to the officers who in-turn must communicate the plans so
as to implement them. Organizing also requires effective communication with
others about their job task. Similarly leaders must communicate effectively with
their subordinates so as to achieve the team goals. Controlling is not possible
without written and oral communication.
Managers devote a great part of their time in communication. They generally
devote approximately 6 hours per day in communicating. They spend great time on
face to face or telephonic communication with their superiors, subordinates,
colleagues, customers or suppliers. Managers also use Written Communication in
form of letters, reports or memos wherever oral communication is not feasible.
Thus, we can say that “effective communication is a building block of successful
organizations”. In other words, communication acts as organizational blood.
The importance of communication in an organization can be summarized as
follows:

Ÿ Communication promotes motivation by informing and clarifying the members
about the task to be done, the manner they are performing the task, and how to
improve their performance if it is not up to the mark.

Ÿ Communication is a source of information to the organizational members for
decision-making process as it helps identifying and assessing alternative
course of actions.
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Ÿ Communication also plays a crucial role in altering individual’s attitudes, i.e., a
well informed individual will have better attitude than a less-informed individual.
Organizational magazines, journals, meetings and various other forms of oral
and written communication help in moulding members attitudes.

Ÿ Communication also helps in socializing. In todays life the only presence of
another individual fosters communication. It is also said that one cannot survive
without communication.
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As discussed earlier, communication also assists in controlling process. It helps controlling
organizational member’s behaviour in various ways. There are various levels of hierarchy and certain
principles and guidelines that members must follow in an organization. They must comply with
organizational policies, perform their job role efficiently and communicate any work problem and
grievance to their superiors. Thus, communication helps in controlling function of management.
An effective and efficient communication system requires proficiency in delivering and receiving
messages. A leader must discover various barriers to communication, analyze the reasons for their
occurrence and take preventive steps to avoid those barriers. Thus, the primary responsibility of a leader
or communication manager is to develop and maintain an effective communication system in the
organization.
We need to deliberate on this point and improve our communication.

Dr. Sid,
Communication Manager,
41 International
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COVER STORY
41 INDIA REPORTS
Greeting from the President & the National Board of Association of 41 Clubs of India,
Growing Organisation
41 Clubs of India is 209 active clubs strong spread over 8 Areas with over 3,000 vibrant & energetic
41ers. We are a growing organization and this year (Sept 2019 – Sept 2020) we have added 14
new Clubs and another 11 are on the anvil
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Active at National & International level
We have strong fellowship amongst the respective Clubs, intra Area and at national level. We
are active participants in all international events. Over 25 members attended the recently
concluded 41 International AGM at Brussels. 41 Clubs India has representation at International
Board with Gopal Chopra as Secretary and Dr V.Siddharthan as the EditorCommuniqué
Share Your Joy
41 Clubs across the country help local community in many ways through the program Share
your Joy. At National level the Association of 41 Clubs contributes to the Freedom Through
Education – the long-term project of Round Table India

YAPs
YAPs is bigger than ever. Over 30 children – sons and daughters of 41ers are traveling on trip of
YAPs – North Europe, South Europe, Mid Europe and South Africa. While 27 children are coming
on India inbound across to two trips - North India and South India trips. YAPs program strengthens
the bonds between the hosts and the guests – families, Clubs and countries
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To stay abreast of what's happening in 41 Clubs of India
Like FB page: https://www.facebook.com/41ClubsOfIndia/
Read emag Selfiehttp://41clubsofindia.org/index.php/home/magzineothers

SRINI
Editor, 41 India.
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Report Iceland AGM 2019
[Christian Albrecht, Germany]

F

rom the 3rd to the 5th of May I had the chance to join the AGM in Eglistadir, Iceland. Ther were four
international guests (2x finnland, 1x Dubai and me). For the OT side, I was the only one and therefore
very welcome guest. One more reason to emphasize once again that Tavelbingo is an important
instrument and of great value for international exchange!
Since Iceland has fascinated me for a long time, I did not hesitate a second to take this chance of a
visit. Some information in advance: The OT Iceland was founded in 2011, and currently consists of 7
clubs. It should also be noted that the Roundtable is represented by 16 clubs in Iceland, two of which are
facing major challenges.
At the meeting of the OT, there were 12 tablers in attendance, who reported on their activities and
challenges of the last year. Officially “charity” is not part oft their programme. However, there is a project
started by an OTler that has been supported by active tablers for 3 years now. In Reykjavik, Tablers drive
a bus that supplies the homeless and drug addicts. On board are also nurses, clean needles, different
things needed.
Of course, a particularly important topic is to keep the Tablers in the ranks of the OT after the age of 45,
and to continue to grow. The Clubs is also calld „Old Table“ and the name is not considered a
disadvantage at this point. They took over the naming from us, as Germany was there for the foundation
of the OT in 2011, and we are the “mother country”. There is no discussion about Club 41, because you
participate actively in the Round Table until 45 years of age.
It is currently being discussed in the clubs, whether the OT should open for non RTler. A decision on
this should be made at the next AGM.
I was greeted at the airport of Reykjavik by Tondur Palsson and fort he next 48 everything was taken
care of, THANK YOU SO MUCH. As it turned out, Tondur was presented the presidential chain of Palmar
Thorrisson on Saturday. Tondur is a great guy, who's task it will be to convice the the Tablers that you stay
a tabler for your hole life. Therfor ist should be clear to stick to the OT.
I think he has what it takes. Having lunch together with the Tablers who are just about to leave RT for
the OT, has shown me, that he has an open ear, good knowledge of human nature and most of all humor.
To stay on the topic of food: Fresh fish can be eaten in Iceland very well, but also mushroom soup, wild
goose and salad were very popular on the weekend. In Eglistadir (just under 3000 inhabitants) the AGM
took place together with RT / OT / LC. A good meeting place was a pizzeria with attached brewery, sounds
weird … but ist true. The pizza was great, the beers varied from interesting to delicious!
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By the way … the Icelanders can do party. On the first evening we had a come together party.
With my 42 years of age I was younger than some active tablers and show them, that the
attractiveness of the OT depends on the readiness of each individual to continue to get involved and
participate in the activities internationally / nationally and locally. Furthermore, I believe that “the
German” was generally perceived in Iceland as good drinking, dance-mad and “good on foot”.
Through a “communication breakdown”, the myth has arisen that I walked back from the party place
to my hotel, which has brought me quite appreciative words and pat on the back.
Of course, like everyone else, I went by bus from the party place to the pizzeria / brewery and
later walked (about 5 minutes) back to the hotel, but the story persisted.
All the people that I got to know during these days were open-minded and cordial. It was a real
pleasure. Next year, RT Iceland will be 50 years old. At this point I would like to pass on the
invitation, which was spoken to me very often and urgently. Visit RT Iceland for its 50th anniversary.
The country and the people are great!
After the AGM, I took a rental car for two days and experienced the streets of Icelands wich lead
to another adventure and discovered wonderful landscapes. Two advices that I received one the
very first day have always accompanied and often made me smile.
First: If you do not like the weather in Iceland, wait 10 minutes.
Second: If you gt lost in the woods … stand up!
With these words and a few impressions I again would like to say: thank you.
YIT Christian Albrecht
Old Tablers Germany OT 117 Hannover.
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AGM Germany – Following the footsteps of
Goethe and Schiller

A

t the weekend of May 31 – June 2nd 2019, Old Tablers
Germany celebrated a splendid anniversary AGM in
Weimar. Together with representatives of affiliated clubs, 41
International President Luc Trigaux and guests from 13
countries, we celebrated our 50th birthday in bright sunshine.
At the Welcome evening guests could enjoy a great party
and many of them took the opportunity to chat with friends on
the sunny terrace.
On Saturday morning all delegates hat to get out early to be
at the meeting. Important and emotional topics were on the
agenda. The financial order and the name of our association
were voted on. Of course, a new presidium was elected. A
highlight of the meeting was Fabians report about the
Tablerworld. In a few weeks he will unlock Tablerworld (41ers
World) for our community. The connection to RTI will already
work at this time. The entry into this common member
administration will also move other nations to step in. Together
with Luc and some international guests, we were able to show the benefits of Tablerworld in a
personal meeting after the assembly. On big step was taken and paid by our friends from Old
Tablers Sweden to realize the project for the whole 41ers Community. Hopefully the next movers
who will enter are ready to pay back there part to the Swedish friends. As Midnight Oil already said:
“The time has come to say fair´s fair
To pay the rent, to pay our share.
The time has come, a fact´s a fact
It belongs to them, let´s give it back.”
We are happy about every association stepping in.
The evening started with the Banner Exchange and a special honor to Randolph Riedlinger from
Italy, Mihail Ponova from Romania and Jean-Claude Jousten from Belgium. They were honored for
their many visits to German AGM's and given the title as “Friends of Old Tablers Germany”. The gala
dinner took place at the beautiful “Weimar Halle” with lovely food and live music. The dance floor
was crowded the whole evening. All the evening the “Weimar Halle” gave space and possibilities
not only for dancing and partying but also for good conversation with old and new friends.
The Weimar Tablers found just the perfect place for the farewell. In the middle of Weimar close to
the historical marketplace. It was ultimate location for the last impressions from Weimar. It was hard
to say good bye.
I enjoyed the weekend with all of you very much and I´m looking forward to see you at another
AGM or at the very latest next year at the German AGM in Schleswig.

Yours in table
Rolf
IRO Germany
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NATIONAL COUNTRY DATA 2019

Dear Friends, dear national Board Members,
May I request you to please send me the details of the members of your National
Association of 41 Club.
This information is essential to keep you all informed of the happenings as well as keep
in touch with you on a regular basis.
You can fill the form online and submit the same.
http://www.41international.net/national-country-data/
Please do send the details at the earliest and oblige.

Warm Regards
Gopal Chopra
Secretary 41 International 2019-22
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WHY I JOINED ROUND TABLE
IN PETERBOROUGH-SOKE IN 1964

I

do understand that any such organisationcan be misundestood from the outside, so ist not

unusual to ask me whether we do secret handshakes or shady deals.
Are we a secret society? Are we some sort of Illuminati? Ive heard it all , but nothing could be

further from the truth.
Round Table is very open and inclusive. You don't have to be wealthy, you don't have to be a
businessman, you just need to be a young guy who is up for making new friends and making a
difference in your own community.
With specific reference to the Karlsruher Round Table, we raise thousands of Euros every year
through various activities.
In my 55 years as a Tabler I've organised with my fellow Tablers 2 Hospital Buses for Multiple
Schlerosis Patients, helped collecting funds Internationally for major earthquakes in Italy, the most
noteable in Onna in 2009 and again in Arquata del Tronto in 2016. Being dropped into a Swimming
pool, full of water in full dress suit and bowler hat , done stand duty raising monies at hundrds of
various village fetes and ever present duck races.
Been involved collecting Medical Equipment and on one occasion taking all of the furniture and
fittings from a Doctors practice in Karlsruhe. The Furniture being dismantled with Round Table 46
during an official Table Meeting. These were then all transported on one of Tommy Führers sommer
convoys across to Molodova!
Made many trips to Moldova with the German Christmas Gift Convoi, Tommy Führer from Hanau
being the man behind this and the sommer convoy, taking Gifts to the poor and sick Children into
Gagausien, maybe the poorest area in the whole of Europe.
We collectively raise Millions of Euros every year, but because it is all dished out, mostly on a
ultra local basis, perhaps it does'nt get the wide recognition that it deserves.
The reason people join Round Table, however, is that they want to have fun whilst serving
theircommunity, and yes we do have a lot of fun. Everything we do is funded from our own pockets
and our efforts are always voluntary.
It is fair to say that enjoying a beer is linked to most of our socials, but that is part and parcel of the
fun we have and why we hope Round Table is an attractive option for your guys.
I became a member at the age of 25, back in 1964 and my Clubs have given me so many
experiences that I would never have had.
Could I ever forget the gigantic RT „Punt „ races we held in District 24 back in the 60's on the River
Nene.
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Any young man who wants to put a bit back into his community, and have some funat the same
time can join Round Table.
We welcome people from different Professional and personal backgrounds because they bring
variety, diversity and new ideas into the group.
So, are you ready to improve your sociual life?
Areyou up for helping others out in your town? Do you like the idea of travelling Internationally to
meet other like-mindedpeople?
If so, you mayjustbe ready to join the best young men's club in the world.

Script adopted from a report written by Leo Cooper
( RT Ilfracombe) for the North Devon Journal, to whom I am deeply grateful.
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UPCOMING MEETINGS
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